Abstract
Introduction
Phase Shifting Profilometry (PSP) is a well-known optical metrology based on active vision, has been developed to meet the demands of various applications [1] [2] . PSP is acquired the distortion fringe image by projecting structured-light patterns onto the objects, and by modulating the object surface of interest [3] [4] . Because of the patterns and image as the fringe, PSP named as Fringe Projection Profilometry (FPP). Compared to other optical measurement methods, FPP, based on digital patterns-projection, unwrapped phase computation, and phase-shifting profilometry, and has the advantage of high resolution, high measurement speed; less sensitive to the surface reflectivity variations and the object can be measured point by point [5] [6] .
However, the measurement accuracy of FPP is usually affected by many error sources such as the phase-shift error, camera noise and nonlinearity, vibration, and speckle noise [7] . By used in FPP, the commercial Digital Video Projector (DVP) and the CCD camera are generally fabricated to be nonlinear devices for a better visual effect [8] , and the Gamma 312
Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC distortion of DVP and CCD camera pairs is the most important factor for the measurement accuracy of 3D shape measurement. For the commonly used PSP, the phase errors caused by Gamma distortion are regarded as the dominant error source.
In order to reduce the phase error for gamma distortion, the first method uses a low-pass filter. This type of method was originally proposed by Carocci et al. for measurement systems based on the digital fringe projection [9] . Defocusing [8] method is belonging to this type. The second method is phase error compensation by interpolation fitting and Look-Up Table  (LUT) . Chen, et al were proposed method adopts smoothing spline approximation to precisely extract the specific system phase error from the reference phase according to the system's phase distribution properties [10] . But the spline interpolation fitting is multiple iterations, and time-consuming is expensive. LUT has been proved that the shape waviness is associated only with the nonlinearity of the Gamma curve of the DVP and CCD camera pair [7] . This intensity LUT can be constructed by either measuring the entire projected intensity levels or analyzing the fringe images statistically. Another LUT is presented by Zhang and Yau [11] , and without pre-computing Gamma. The accuracy of phase compensation depended on the length of the LUT because the measured phase was a real-number data set involving interpolation. The third method is Gamma curve correction. Guo et al. employed statistical methods to analyze and correct for Gamma distortion by framing Gamma distortion as an uncertainty problem [12] . In their experiment, high-frequency four-step PSP was adopted for a Gamma value of 1.4802, which was not a particularly challenging problem. Thang et al. were presented a pre-coding process is applied to correction the system for actual PSP system [13] . This method had advantages, such as simple and suited to conventional few-step phaseshifting algorithm. But it was using a relatively large phase-shifting step (e.g., 20) to determine the correct phase distribution.
In this paper, we propose a PSP mathematical Gamma model for based on [2] , but only using six Gamma-precoding uniform luminance patterns for detecting the Gamma value involved in the DVP and CCD camera pair. Further the phase error compensation obtained by linear least square is using for reducing the phase shifting error after Gamma correction. In our experiments, the maximum phase error of PSP can be reduced by 75.0%. After our Gamma calibration and phase error compensation processing, the maximum phase error is only 5.9% of without any correction or compensation.
Principle of Gamma Pre-coding and Phase Distribution Least Square

Principle of Gamma Calibration
In PSP, as shown in Figure 1 , a series of ideal fringe patterns, which gray-scales distribution of patterns as shown in Fig. 2 , are generated by a computer and projected to the 3D object surface using a DVP. The CCD camera captures the reflected intensity from 3D object surface for further processing. Owing to the nonlinear gray-scale response of a PSP system including the overall influences of the DVP, object surface reflectivity, environment brightness, and the CCD camera, the captured fringe images will deviate from its ideal cosine waveform.
Typically, a pixel of the projected PSP cosine shifting pattern generated by a computer is expressed as 
S
 is the Gamma value of the entire system including DVP and CCD camera. This intensity transfer function is called Gamma distortion. It changes a fundamental frequency harmonic into multi-frequency. In order to facilitate analyzing Gamma distortion, we rewrite formula (1) as follows
According to the power model [14] , the gamma distorted fringe image can be expressed as
The gamma distorted fringe 
The harmonic coefficient j I % has the following recurrence formula
Based on the property of the harmonic coefficients in the Gamma distorted fringe in formula (12) , the Gamma value can be determined if the coefficients j I % are known. This is the principle of the Gamma calibration.
Processing of Gamma Pre-coding
According to formula (12), the practical fringe 
According the theory of DFT, the absolute value of the harmonic coefficients can be obtained 
After determined the sign of harmonic coefficients, the Gamma value can obtain as follow 
Once s  is obtained, setting it as an appropriate precoding value to the projected patterns.
The same Gamma pre-coding detection is carried on all pixels of fringe. Apply Gamma pre-coding with p  during fringe generation for all future measurements with the current setup.
Processing of Linear Phase Expansion and PEC Obtained by Linear Least Square
Combine with four-step phase-shifting method, linear phase unwrapping could be done as follows: Each set of fringe truncated after phase measuring can get 
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The total expansion phase-difference of sth image may be through the adjacent phase difference simple overlay to be
Actually, the equation (18) only use the first and sth image, so measurement accuracy only depends on the error of i=0 and t=s image. Phase error among them can offset. According to fringe projection profilometry, when we use 4 steps phase shifting and three different frequencies, we should take 12 images. But using the above theory, it can only use 8 images.
After Gamma calibration using the Gamma calibration, which is detail described in section 2.1 and 2.2, the phase-shifting error from the Gamma nonlinearity is suppressed to the minimum. But the light intensity is decayed with the optical path, and this decay will still induct the phase-shifting error. Fortunately, this error sours is linear, because CCD camera sample is the mean intensity of interest area of 3D object surface. The linear least square could be reduced this phase-shifting error. Defining 
3D Shape Measurement System and Experimental Results
In order to verify the performance of the presented method in this paper, we programmed the 3D shape measurement experimental system of Figure 3 . The system is
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Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC composed of a Hitachi F22 camera with Computar M3Z1228C-MP camera lens and an Acer H7531D digital video projector. Camera images have a resolution of 1360 × 1024 pixels. The baseline between the camera and the projector is approximately 400 mm. The angle between the optical axes of the camera and the projector is of about 30 degree. Figure 4 shows the gray-scales response curve of this 3D shape measurement system. From this Figure, between 70 and 190 , the gray-scale response is well, and the minimum and maximum gray-scales of the fringe patterns are selected respectively. The Gamma pre-coding initial is 1 The Gamma pre-coding result is show in Figure 11 . The brightness point is higher Gamma value and the darkness is lower Gamma value using in generation the 3D shape measurement fringe patterns by computer 1. After Gamma calibration and ACDC linear compensation, the final phase error is shown as Figure 12 . This data is come from absolute coordinate map of a plane. In Figure 12 , the dot-line is the phase error without any correction or compensation, the maximum residuals is 0.235 rad. The dashed-line is the residuals error using precoding Gamma values shown as Figure 11 , the maximum residuals is 0.176 rad, the precoding Gamma using 6 uniform luminance patterns can reduce the phase error to 75.0%. And the solid line is the residuals error using the method proposed in this paper, the maximum phase error is 0.014 rad, the total residuals reduction is 94.1%. In order to the method proposed, a complex curve surface, a tested plaster head as shown in Figure 13 , was reconstructed no using any correction or compensation shown as Figure 14 and Figure 15 , respectively. From Figure 14 , the reconstruction surface waviness is very clear, especially near the mouth of doll. From Figure 15 this waviness from the nonlinearity or linearity error source of the 3D shape measurement system is hardly any. 
Conclusion
A novel phase error reduction combined Gamma calibration with linear least square is presented in this paper. The proposed method achieving the Gamma correction only using 6 uniform luminance patterns, the time-consuming in the same correction is fewer than other methods. The linear least square is further reducing the phase error. The total reduction of phase error is 94.1%. The reconstruction surface of complex curve is hardly any the waviness, which is clearly display in the same reconstruction surface without any correction or compensation.
